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The number
one choice
for the global
carpet industry
The quality of textile floor coverings is determined
by the class of their components, such as the
primary backing.
A high quality primary backing ensures:
• Trouble free processing
• Good, consistent properties of the end product
• Flexibility in tuft constructions and design
At Low & Bonar we have a deep understanding
of the carpet manufacturing process, including
different tufting technologies, coating and
backing mechanisms – from start to finish. With
this knowledge and experience we are able to
tailor Colback ® nonwovens to suit specific
manufacturing processes; as well as the
requirements of complex carpet styles.
We focus on close customer contact and
dedicated developments, tailoring our Colback ®
product allows us to meet the demands of the
most diverse and challenging applications.
Tufters around the world have been relying on our
unique Colback ® primary backing for more than
40 years, its composition of thermally bonded
100% bi-component skin-core filaments offers
unique characteristics - resulting in premium
quality carpet.

Colback®
overview
Colback® primary backings are
thermally bonded spunlaid nonwovens,
made from bi-component filaments
with a polyester core and either a
polypropylene or polyamide skin.
Colback® has excellent processability,
and for each carpet style a suitable
grade can be recommended.

Colback ® products are easy to process, with a
low chance of tearing, have non-fraying
characteristics and excellent mending properties.
Colback® Features
• Open homogeneously bonded filament
based structure
• Outstanding dimensional and thermal stability
in all directions
• High tensile strength per mass unit
• Excellent tear resistance, especially on the edges
• Consistent performance
Colback® Benefits
• Optimum stability for finished products as well as
during tufting, dyeing, printing, pre-coating and
backing:
– No needle deflection
– No pile extraction during dyeing
– No fraying during cutting and punching
• Easy and constant processing with low chance
of tearing, providing minimum waste levels
and high machine uptime
• Constant properties from batch to batch
• Excellent penetration and fixation of (pre-)
coatings
A wide range of Colback ® grades is available.
Additionally we offer the possibility to tailor the
product to your specific requirements. For more
information about our product portfolio and how
we can tailor Colback ® to your requirements,
please contact us directly.
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Colback®
benefits in the
application
Carpet Tiles
Colback ® offers outstanding and consistent stability
in manufacturing processes; as well as in the final
carpet tile. The uniform filament distribution and
homogeneous bonding provide high strength and
stability, allowing excellent pattern definition in
tufting and printing processes.
Broadloom
Colback ® offers outstanding stability in manufacturing
processes as well as in the broadloom carpet.
Colback ® keeps geographic patterns absolutely
straight, with no bowing, making a correction roller
unnecessary.
Dust Control Mats
The high thermal stability of Colback ® allows easy
and efficient backing with PVC and rubber; as well
as stability during frequent cleaning of the mat.
Colback ®’s open, homogeneously bonded structure
allows good penetration of pre-coatings while
preventing latex bleed. The excellent pile anchorage
and high tear strength allow to apply low weight
cost effective Colback ® primary backings.
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Colback®
Profloor
Colback® ProFloor’s stable filament
network is based on a polyester core,
as in all Colback® products, covered
with a polypropylene skin.

This unique bi-component skin-core composition
improves processing behaviour as well as
performance of the finished products. With Colback ®
ProFloor the toughest carpet industry standards can
be met easily with a perfect floor as the result.
Our unique proprietary technology allows us to
choose between various polymers, so if required
we can discuss how we can better develop
environmentally friendly solutions for your flooring
application. So not only can you introduce an
environmentally friendly component to your product
you are also able to meet the required industry
standards with lower backing weights.

Composition
Thermally bonded nonwoven based on continuous bi-component filaments
PET core and PP skin

Type

Dtex per
filament

Colours

Colback ® PFG

15

Gray

Colback ® PGB

15

Black

Type

PFG 70
PFB 70

PFG 80
PFB 80

PFG 90
PFB 90

PFG 100
PFB 100

PFG 110
PFB 110

PFG 120
PFB 120

120

Typical properties
Mass per unit area

g/m2

70

80

90

100

110

Breaking strength MD

N/5cm

175

220

250

280

305

315

Breaking strength CD

N/5cm

130

170

190

215

240

260

Elongation at break MD

%

22

22

22

22

22

22

Elongation at break CD

%

25

25

26

27

27

27

Please contact us in case your preferred product is not listed.

Colback®
Green
Colback® Green is a range of high
performance primary backings, made
of 100% recycled raw materials.

Over the last fifteen years we have been
implementing a technology which has the ability
to cater to our customer’s individual requirements,
helping them to meet the increasing environmental
market demands. With Colback ® we can develop
carpet backings, and have done so since 2009,
which contain up to 100% post-consumer recycled
content – in fact we were the first nonwoven
manufacturer to introduce this alternative
technology to the market.
Building on the success of the first generation of
Colback ® with PET recycled content, Colback ®
Green contains post-consumer recycled polyester,

Carpet
manufacturing

as well as recycled polyamide 6. Cutting-edge
engineering and development by the Low & Bonar
R&D team resulted in Colback ® Green primary
backings, which deliver the same high performance

PCR-PET
flakes

as our products containing virgin polymer.

Colback®
Green
products

PET
bottles

Carpet
service life

Econyl ®
rPA-6

Recycling of
carpet waste

We are Low & Bonar
Colback ® is the premium brand of the Interiors &

technologies to create yarn, fibres, industrial coated

Transportation division in the Low & Bonar Group.

fabrics and composite materials.

Low & Bonar is a global leader in high performance

Our materials contribute to a more sustainable world and

materials, selling in more than 60 countries worldwide

a higher quality of life. They help to make construction

and manufacturing in Europe, North America, the

sites safer, reduce carbon footprint, reduce total cost of

Middle East and China. We design and manufacture

ownership, safely manage environmental waste, promote

components which add value to, and improve the

cleaner air and water, support higher crop production and

performance of, our customers’ products by engineering

create beautiful working and leisure environments.

a wide range of polymers using our own manufacturing

Low & Bonar is listed on the London Stock Exchange: LWB.

Low & Bonar B.V.
Westervoortsedijk 73 / 6827 AV Arnhem
The Netherlands / T +31 85 744 1200
Low & Bonar Inc.
1301 Sand Hill Road / P.O. Box 1057
Enka, NC 28728 / USA / T +1 800 365 7391

Low & Bonar Shanghai
Unit 1581 / 15F L’Avenue Shanghai / 99 Xianxia
Road Changning District / Shanghai, PC 200051
China / T +86 21 6057 7290
info@colback-nonwovens.com
www.colback-nonwovens.com

Disclaimer
The information set forth in this brochure reflects our best knowledge at
the time of publication. We have a policy of continuous development
and therefore our products and information may be subject to change.
We do not accept liability arising from the application of these products
or the information given in this brochure.
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